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Arithrnetic $equences - Practise

Fínc{ing terms and clifferences

Consider the arithmetic sequence that starts 5, 16,27, 38

a) What is the common difference for this sequence?

b) What would be the next three terms?

c) What woutd be the 20th, 50th and 100th term of this sequence Ú2" =
u¡o =Generating terms of a seguence üroô =

The fottowing sequences are defined by their genera[ terms. Work out the vatue of
the terms requested

General term of Arithmefíc Sequences

Work out the general term (Un) of the fottowing arithmetic sequences ñ
;h ¡'¿rrr
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General Term
Uzo =U¡= Ua=Un = 3 + 6(n - 1)

-lJ63r=IKVU"ffi
Ur= U 1 3,þilUnffi

Ut5 =Us= Uro =Un=-105+11(n-1)

Uroo =Uz= Uz=) Un=5+lz(n-11

.j,,.,,:i.r",.:,r:,:i::itl,,,,GenäÍ,al.igrm-,,.f,, .,, i .

u 1 + ?(t -')n7r 15,23

' 6, '2,2

3,3Y4 r3h
8,5.25,2.5
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S u m m i ng Arith mefrc Seguences

Find the sum of the fotlowing arithmetic sequences to the number of terms given

a) 3,9, 15 to 10 terms (5ro)

b) 6, 8, l0 to 30 terms (5¡o)

c) Un = 3 + 6(n - 1) to 100 terms (Sroo)

d) Un = -5 + 7(n - 1) to 25 terms (Szs)

Problem Solving

An arithmetic sequence has Ur = 20 and Uz = y'4,. What is the common difference
(d) for this sequence, the generat term (Un) and the sum of the first 7 terms (52)

À

b) An arithmetic sequence has U¡ = 2 and Ua = 47. Find the common difference (d),
the first term (U1) the general term (Un) and the sum of the first 20 terms (5zo)

C) The sum of an arithmetic sequence to the first 10 terms (5ro) = 240, the first term
Ur = 6, what is the generat term (Un) of the sequence.

lnvestigatel - What other sequences have the sum of their first l0 terms = 240?
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lB Style Questions

)u Number and Algebra - Arithmefic seq¿rence.s

A man deposits $50 into his daughter's savings account on her first birthday. On

her second birthday he deposits $75, $100 on her third birthday and so on.

(a) How much money would he deposit on her 16th birthday?

(b) How much would he have depositêd in total after her t6th Birthday?

Answers

(a)

(b)

Question reference NAPTAST
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lB Style Questions

Number and Algebra * Arithmefic Sequences

The first 5 terms of an arithmetic sequence are shown below

3,8,13,18,23

(a) Write down the 6th number in the sequence

(b) Calculate the 150th term in the sequence

(c) Calculate the sum of the first 70 terms of the sequence

Answers

(a)

(b)

(c)

Question reference NAPLAS2


